
VICTORIAN WRITING ALPHABET FOR KIDS

This is an awesome alphabet chart from a Victorian school book! I love the sepia tones from age a great ATC
carriagehouseautoresto.comt tips for Moms & Kids: Print this.

In all kinds of composition, there are two things necessary: first, to have something to say; second, to say it.
Men were warned against complimenting their chosen bride too heavily, as it seemed insincere; rather, their
moral traits and the feminine virtue of indifference were set as prime subjects to appreciate in a marriage
proposal. Ratings and Reviews. A person can write out in a few weeks or months a work the invention of
which requires the thought and labor of many years. If you find any joy and value in what I do, please consider
becoming a Sustaining Patron with a recurring monthly donation of your choosing, between a cup of tea and a
good lunch. Some of these purposes are laid out by James Willis Westlake, who was a public school teacher
born just prior to the Victorian era in England in and who moved to America at a young age, which is where
he published his book. As beauty of words, tone, and manner adds a charm to speech, so elegance of materials,
writing, and general appearance, enhances the pleasure bestowed by a letter. Then there was some excuse for
it. Of course, what is merely your opinion, I have no right to resent, though I regret that it should be so
unfavorable, but I have a right to demand your grounds for asserting that I am an arrant flirt, a hypocrite, and
concerned in more than one dishonorable transaction. For business letters, no color is allowable but pure or
bluish white. Closer intimacy has proved my error. We created a database of all the words your child is ever
likely to encounter in school and coded in the phonics values for each letter. He then moves on to envelopes:
The envelope should be adapted, both in size and color, to the paper. Because it is a means of literary culture.
Because of its moral influence. Never send a half-sheet letter, except on business: and never send less than a
half-sheet under any circumstances. And if you have additional textures or papers you would like to see
included in an update, let us know! It is certainly a noble thing to have great thoughts, but without the power
of expressing them the finest sentiments are unavailable. If one sheet is not large enough to hold all you have
to say without crossing, take an extra half-sheet, or a sheet if need be. He then goes on to list several
guidelines for an excellent letter: Style of Writing. If tinted paper is used, the envelope must have the same
tint. I will not attempt to excuse myself, for I deserve your anger, but I will only say that I was myself
deceived in my own feelings. Invention is the action of the mind that precedes writing. It is the most difficult
part of composition, as it is a purely intellectual process, requiring originality, talent, judgment, and
information; while expression is to some extent a matter of mechanical detail, and subject to rules that can be
easily understood and applied. Black wax was always associated with mourning, but red wax was to be used in
letters between men, particularly those dealing with business, and letters from men to women. But perhaps
most fascinating of all is a section on the etiquette and subtleties of paper and ink selection, itself a special
kind of art that can communicate an extraordinary range of sentiments â€” something entirely lost to us in the
age of digital type on sterile screens.


